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Over twenty-five years has passed, Rachel's son, Doud, now called David, is all grown up and
must face an enemy which many thought was left in the past, forgotten, and dead, but they
waited for a more opportune time to rise up once again.
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change in an instant, take today for example.David had been minding his own business,
enjoying the last part of his vacation in London, when two men caught his eye as he floated
down the Thames River on a Riverboat. Their suspicious actions ignited concern in David, and
he managed to plant a tracking device on one of them.The next thing he knows, David is
meeting up with his commanding officer in London, Major Charles Redding, and three others
from MI-5 at a local pub. Surprise registers on his face as he immediately recognizes two of the
three people joining him. The first, an Arabic man, is one of the two men who concerned him on
the boat. Seeing him here is not what David expected at all. The second person is an old
girlfriend named Doireann McHugh who he hasn’t seen since his days at Cambridge. The third
man is Joel Kavanagh, Director of MI-5.Opening the conversation, David asks, “Hello? What’s
going on here?” as his fellow officer sits down at the narrow table pressing David to the inside of
the booth.“Arden?” says his commanding officer.To which David replies, “Yes?”“I have been
briefed on the situation. According to Ms. McHugh you fell right in the middle of their
investigation. Now, I am here to tell you to stand down.”“You are?” asks David. “I am not sure that
is a good idea, sir.”Before Redding can answer, the middle eastern man introduces himself in a
crisp British accent. He says, “I am I’Timad.”Nodding in assent, David says, “I remember seeing
you on the boat.”“I know this may seem a bit unfair, but we have been working for quite some



time infiltrating this group, and we cannot afford any mishaps.”“I understand,” says David, “You
are not the issue, it is your friend who caught my eye.”With a smirk I’Timad answers, “He can be
a bit to handle.”Quickly interjecting, the fourth member of their party asks, “Did you put a tracker
on his cohort, Haidar? I only ask because something is interfering with our marker.”To which
David asks, “You are?”“I am their boss, Joel Kavanagh.” Thrusting his hand forward he hopes
David will take and shake it, but coolly David nods his head at him instead.In return Kavanagh
ignores the blatant rudeness and presses the question further. “So, Arden, you must have put a
tracker on him.”In reply, David answers, “I did.”Starting to get a little frustrated with David, Joel
looks at Charles and says, “Do you always train your people to be so vague?”David perceives
the men can barely stand each other. He imagines they work together only when it is necessary.
It is because Charles doesn’t answer Kavanagh, instead he turns to the subordinate and says,
“Please tell them how to use your tracker or, at the least, how to turn it off.”David replies, “I can’t
give it to you.”Dripping with disdain Kavanagh asks, “Why not?”“I need special clearance to
share this with anyone.” Arden says to his commander.Looking back at David, Redding replies, “I
am telling you to do so.”“My apologies sir, but you don’t have the clearance.”“I don’t have the
what?!” the major asks.“I can’t just do it on your say so. I realize your rank compared to mine;
however, I have to go further up the chain of command.”“Just how high up?” asks
Charles.“General Jerome Lynx.” replies David.Redding rubs the back of his neck and shakes his
head in disbelief. “General Wildcat himself? Really?” sighing the Major says, “He is nearly
impossible to get a hold of.”David spins the drink coaster between his finger and his thumb and
says, “He is the only one who can release this information. I will have to see what I can do. I will
need to reach out to my handler.”Getting upset, the Major says, “Right now, I am your handler
Arden.”“No offense sir, but you’re not. If you will let me out of this box; I will make a
call.”Kavanagh looks at the Major and nods to let David out of the booth. After Arden leaves the
table, Doireann’s boss gives her the look to follow the young man out and make sure he doesn’t
get away.“Major, we need that frequency and code either disabled or given to us. It seems as if
this device is wreaking havoc on our equipment.”“I understand. I didn’t realize he was in
possession of a prototype.”Surprised Kavanagh asks, “What makes you say it is a
prototype?”“General Lynx is in charge of testing new gear in the field. He hand selects those he
wants working for him and testing any new equipment, codes, gadgets, and etc.”Standing
outside under the awning, David contacts his supervisor who happens to be stateside. It is about
10:30am D.C. time. At least he isn’t waking anyone up and with the new apps all he has to do is
push a button. Things do not work like old spy routines anymore, and most people pay no
attention to those standing next to them or who they are talking to. If anything at all, most would
think he is just checking the time on his phone or looking at a message. While waiting for the
response, Doireann comes out to see him. She looks like someone who has been caught with
their fingers in the cookie jar and is trying to make amends.“What do you want?” asks
David.“Davy,” she says sweetly, trying to charm and disarm him. “We’re on the same side here.”
Staring at her briefly he waits for her to speak. “Come on, give me a break. We both have a job to



do.”“Yes, we do,” says David. “Just how did you land a gig with MI-5?”Standing with her back to
the window, she answers, “I have connections.”“Apparently.”Doireann says, “So, how long have
you been with US Military Intelligence?”“Since finishing up school,” he answers.Trying to ply him
for answers, she asks, “You didn’t come back for your senior year at Cambridge. Why?”“There
was too much happening at home, besides, there was no reason to come back.”Looking at her
left hand, he notices she is not wearing a wedding ring. “Did you ever marry what’s his
name?”“You mean, Conall?”“Yes, him. Did you marry him? I only ask because I don’t see a ring
on your finger.”“Why?” she asks, turning toward him with a flirtatious look in her eye. “Are you
interested?”He doesn’t answer because there is no reason to. David changes the subject. “Tell
me about the guy, I’Timad.”“Why because he is Arabic?” she asks“No. It’s just seeing him on the
boat with that other man brings questions to mind. The one you call Haidar is volatile, and I want
to make sure that your guy hasn’t turned.”Getting angry at the accusation, Doireann asks, “Why
would you think that?”“I am not saying your guy has, but there is a seduction, a deception, when
working with men like that. It is easy to get sucked in if you’re not careful. Men like Haidar are
dangerous. They are so full of anger and hatred. It is written all over their faces. They remind me
of a lit fuse which eats its way to a stick of dynamite and is only satisfied when it gets the results
it wants or dies trying.”“Well, you’re right about Haidar, which is why I’Timad is working this
case.”Looking back at Doireann, David says, “Sorry that I clumsily interfered with the
investigation.”“No problem, we just need to get that other tracker either disabled or use it.”Just
then David’s phone beeps and on the screen, it says, “Tell them to use this app and code.” A new
app appears on his phone and without saying a word David goes back inside to the inquiring
table.“I have the permission and the means for you to currently track this man.”“What do you
mean, currently?” asks Kavanagh.Answering, David says, “I placed it on the cuff of his shirt. If he
changes clothes and leaves it behind, I have no way of knowing it. This is just temporary.
Originally, I was hoping for permission to track him before he changes clothes.”Kavanagh says,
“Right then, time is of the essence. How do we track him?”“Go to this site and use the app called
“breach”. It will give you access with this code.” Reaching for a cardboard coaster David writes
down the code and gives it to both Kavanagh and the Major to satisfy both parties.“If you will
excuse me, I am still on vacation. I would like to go and catch up with family while I am in
town.”“Just a minute Lieutenant Commander. I thought you wanted a piece of the
action?”Looking at Redding David says, “Sir, with all due respect, you have the intel and MI-5 to
back you up. And you told me to stand down. So, I’m standing down - unless you want something
else from me.”“Actually, Arden while you were outside, Director Kavanagh and I discussed the
possibility of you joining MI-5 for this op. Since I am the senior officer here in London, I agreed to
let you assist on this venture and work with Her Majesty’s Intelligence.”Hesitating before
speaking, David finally asks, “So, you both want me to do this?”“Yes, we do,” says
Kavanagh.“What about my vacation?” asks David.“We’ll take care of it once this is over. Don’t
worry,” says Redding.Joel asks, “Mr. Arden, where are you staying?”“At the Highbury Hotel. It is
close to where my brother Jeremy lives.”“That will not do. We will assign you quarters for the



duration. I am assuming you are traveling rather light?” asks the Director.“Yes.” says David.With a
half a smile, Joel says, “Good. Report to Thames House at zero eight thirty hours tomorrow
morning. Please have your belongings with you, and we will get you proper housing.”Before
leaving David asks, “What about papers to transfer me to Thames House?”Redding responds, “I
will tend to that shortly Arden. We are done here. Report to Thames House as directed.”“Yes sir,”
says Arden as he gives a smart salute to them all. He asks no one in particular as he leaves the
pub, “Just what have I gotten myself involved in?”The next morning, knowing that in order to be
on time one must arrive early, David gets an early start to the day. This allows him the
opportunity to observe and learn. He introduces himself to the security guard who waves him
through the metal detectors and then makes him wait in a secured room.Pretending to be bored,
David checks things out and is surprised that it is I’Timad who is sent down to bring him up to
the office. “Good morning mate, “he says rather cheerfully.Still not one hundred percent sure if
he should be trusting him yet, David keeps his distance but smiles as he wishes I’Timad a good
morning too.“Sorry for the wait. There was a debate as to whether or not the Director would be
sending me or Doireann. Seems the two of you have a bit of history, and I won the toss.”Not sure
what to say David keeps quiet.Trying to stay cheerful, I’Timad says, “Sorry, I am not trying to
meddle.”To which David replies, “You’re not. Nothing really to talk about. So, I take it we’re going
to meet Director Kavanagh now?”“Yes and no. I mean, I will take you to him once we get you
your security badge.” After a barrage of pictures, fingerprinting, and retina eye scans, they
promptly arrive on the fifth floor.A loud crisp voice announces his arrival, “Arden, my office!”
David sees which direction he is to go and quickly maneuvers his way through the floor and into
Kavanagh’s office. “No need to stand Arden, have a seat.”“Thank you.” says David.“Arden, I want
to get to know you before we add you to our team. I see in your file that you are adopted.”“Yes,
that is correct.”“Very little is said here in the file prior to that date. You were almost eight when the
Arden’s adopted you. What can you tell me about your life prior?”“My mother died when I was a
baby. My father didn’t know about me, and when he found out that he had a son, he did not want
me.”“What happened afterwards?” asks Joel.“When my mother’s parents learned of me, they
decided to adopt me and the other two children the Ardens had been providing for. However, a
few weeks before the adoption was finalized, my Grandma had two massive heart attacks.”“It
really hurt them both not to complete the adoption, but due to her health, there wasn’t much they
could do. They met with the Ardens, who had been taking care of us, and afterwards our foster
parents decided to adopt the three of us and keep us together as a family. My grandma passed
away several months after that. Even though I was not living with my grandpa, we stayed very
close until his death a few years ago.”“I see your adoptive parents, as you stated, are Ethan and
Shiloh Arden. Isn’t he running for Governor of Texas?”Answering, David says, “Yes. We hope he
will win.”Kavanagh only responds with a nod. “You have four other siblings. Tell me about
them.”“Elisha is the oldest. He is in the Airforce as a fighter pilot and Chaplain.”Raising his
eyebrows, the Director says, “Interesting combination. I did not know there were fighter pilots
who were Chaplains.”Replying David says, “He is the only one that I am aware of.”“Tell me, was



he a Chaplain first and then a fighter pilot?” asks Kavanagh.Answering David says, “No sir, he is
a pilot first and then became a Chaplain. He still does both.”Joel’s throat tightens each time he
hears the term sir, so he tells David, “You can dispense with the term sir. It is not needed here
unless the situation warrants it.”David nods in assent.Kavanagh presses forward, “What of your
other siblings?”“Jeremy lives here in London and works for the London Times. My younger
brother, Peter, travels the world teaching English., and my sister, Jinan, works for the Austin PD
as a hostage negotiator.”“Interesting that almost all of you chose a life in service to your
communities and country. Are any of them married?”“Elisha and Jinan are married. Elisha has
three children, all boys, and Jinan has four children, two boys and two girls.”“What about you? Is
there anyone special in your life?” asks Joel.“Not at this time. I haven’t found someone who
would understand the job.”Nodding in agreement Kavanagh says, “It is hard to find someone
who will tolerate what we do in the shadows so they can live in the light. Unless, of course, it is
someone in this line of work. Like McHugh?”Knowing where he was going with it, David replies,
“There is nothing between us. We dated years ago when we met at Cambridge.”“Yes, I know.”
Pausing for a moment Joel comes around and sits on the edge of his desk. “Why didn’t you work
for the CIA when they tried to recruit you?”Not really wanting to answer, David does anyway, “I
didn’t want to work for them.”“Why not?” asks Joel. “You still chose a life in this arena.”“I wanted
something else. Something which would give me more than a life shrouded in mystery.” says
David.“I see.” says Kavanagh, “According to your file you speak several languages.”David
answers, “Yes.”“You speak English, or a variation of it anyway.”Smiling David replies, “American
English is definitely different than British English.”“You are also fluent in both speech and writing
of Russian, French, and Spanish.”“Yes, that is correct.”“In other words, you have a gift for
languages. That can come in quite handy in our business.” Joel slaps his hand on his leg and
says, “Right. Now that I have learned about you. What questions do you have for me?”“Are you
married?” asks David.“Divorced with two children. Like you said it is hard to find someone to
share this life with.”Leaning in, David studies his new boss’ face while asking, “How long have
you been with MI-5?”“Thirty-three years. They recruited me while I was at Oxford.”“How long
have you been director?”Without blinking, Joel answers, “Five years.”“What do you love about
your job?”Pausing momentarily, Kavanagh wants to answer truthfully, but not reveal too much.
He knows that David wants an answer that makes sense. “Making a difference in this mucked up
world of ours. Giving my children and hopefully grandchildren the chance at a better life.”Getting
to the heart of it, David asks, “Why do you want me here?”“Nothing like coming to the point
Arden.”“It is a legitimate question.”“I thought it would be good to have you on our team.”“You
don’t know me beyond what is in the file and what I just told you. Why do you really want me
here?”It seems as if several minutes pass before Joel answers. “McHugh has good instincts,
and she recommended you after what you did on the boat. Also, after meeting you in the pub, I
find your frankness refreshing. You are not just a ‘yes’ man, but someone who is willing to stand
up to his superiors when needed.”There is something gnawing at David. He hears what Joel is
saying, but there is something which doesn’t add up; yet he feels in his heart to stick with it and



to stay the course.“All right David, come out here into the bull pen and meet your co-workers.
Doireann and I’Timad you know. To your right is Curtis and next to him is Nigel. Over to your left
is Daphne and Chips.”“Chips?” asks David.“Yes, it is his nickname because he loves fish and
chips for lunch every day.”A thick Scottish accent replies, “Not quite, it’s only a couple of days a
week. I would like to think they call me Chips because of the chips I add to gadgets and tracking
devices. My name is Fergus, and I run the tech department for our group.”A half a smile marks
David’s face. “Nice to meet you. I look forward to working with you.”“Ahem,” says Joel. “We have a
few others, but they are out on assignment right now. By the way, please call me Joel. I don’t like
formalities unless we have to put them forward.”“Thank you for the opportunity to serve with you
and your group.” Putting his hand to his chest David continues, “Please call me David. I don’t like
Davy or Dave.”“Right, then we’ll have to give you a nickname,” says Fergus.“Be kind Fergus,”
says Doireann.“I am always kind.” Looking back at David he says, “You can call me Chips.”“Will
do,” replies David.“Right then. This will be your station,” says Joel. “You will work here. Do you
have your belongings with you?”“Yes.”“Then at the end of the day, we’ll get you to your
quarters.”“Thank you, Joel.”“Think nothing of it. I would like the team to please come to the
conference room to bring everyone up to speed.”The next couple of hours fly by as David listens
to their intel. He only interjects to ask a question here and there and does not offer an opinion
unless asked because he knows that he is still an outsider and will need to gain their trust. After
everyone is dismissed Joel asks David to stay back for a minute.“David you were very quiet
during the meeting.”“I need to know what you know. I will interact more once I am more familiar
with how things work here and what my role will be.”“Makes sense. However, you will need to
know London inside and out and to know where things are. Please take the afternoon and
familiarize yourself with the city.”“I will do that. Thank you.”David doesn’t offer the knowledge that
he already began to do this the night before. He purchased maps and tour guidebooks of the city
and spent the evening immersing himself in it. They wait for him in his luggage and he will review
them again this evening.Excited about the American joining their team, Fergus offers to help
David find the best place for fish and chips in the area. Gladly David spends his lunch with this
hearty Scotsman.There is something about Fergus which David genuinely likes. “So, what do
you do for fun when you’re not working on tech?”“Believe it or not, I love Rugby.”“I would not peg
you for a sports fan,” says David.“Och, no, I play Rugby every weekend.”Surprised David asks,
“Really?”“Yeah, it is a great way to get my mind refocused for the upcoming week. Plus, I get to
knock some heads and leave them lying on their backs making them question why they ever
decided to play. You should come join us.” Fergus pauses before continuing. “What am I saying,
Americans don’t know how to play Rugby.”“That’s not true; there are lots of clubs in the states.
And I learned to play while going to Cambridge.”“You play man! Then, you definitely have to join
us. We could always use an extra player.”“That’s really going to depend on where I will be
living.”Clapping his hand onto David’s shoulder, he says, “Oh, you’ll be close by because you’ll
be rooming with me.”This is totally not what he is expecting. David asks, “What? I thought I would
have my own place.”“Well, I have extra room at mine, and it will save the agency some money, so



I offered to let you stay with me.”“That is really kind, but you don’t know me. I could be a weird
roommate.”“We’re sharing a house not a room. No worries, about anything. We can share the
expenses, including food.”“Thank you. I accept your offer.”Smiling Fergus says, “Excellent! At
quitting time, I will take you home.”The office is mostly quiet that afternoon which allows David to
pour over the city’s information like a hungry man. Every tributary, river, and park are absorbed
and locked away in his memory. Even though he doesn’t have any physical activity, David is tired
and is glad when they say it is time to go home. Chips lives about 20 minutes away by train.
David had forgotten about the tubes. It has been a while since he has ridden one, and Texas
doesn’t have a lot of trains for public transit.Dallas and Houston have light rails, but most of the
state has wide open spaces and freeways. After exiting the train station, it is about a ten-minute
walk to what David assumes is a flat. But he is glad to see it is a good size house which stands
alone at the end of a block.Stretching out his arms Fergus says, “See, plenty of space. Come on,
let’s get you settled.”Lights invite them in off the street and smells of a home-cooked meal greet
the men. Tapping Fergus on the shoulder David asks, “Are you married?”To which Fergus
replies, “No.”Still trying to figure out why there are good smells coming from the house, David
asks another question, “You live with your parents?”“No, my sister lives here too. She made us
supper and it smells great! Come on!”Once inside Fergus shouts, “Jaq, we’re home!”Now
David’s curiosity is truly piqued, “I thought you said your sister lives with you. Who is Jack?”“Her
name is Jaqlyn. We call her Jaq for short.”Suddenly a bright female voice shouts out, “Fergus
Montgomery you’re just in time. Did you bring the new guy along?”“Aye, Jaq we’re both here. If
you would just turn around, you could see that for yourself.”“It will have to wait a minute; I’ve got
to pull the food out of the oon. Now go and wash up. Supper will be ready shortly.”“Aye lass. We’ll
do that.” Fergus takes David through the dining area to the stairway. “Let me show you to your
room.” Climbing the stairs Fergus says, “Please ignore the mess. We’re in the process of
rehabbing the house bits and pieces at a time. Your room is right here along with the bathroom
you’ll have to share with Jaq. Her room is on the other side of the bath. My room is down the
hall.”Surprised by the readiness of the room, David is pleased that everything in it is set up for a
male guest. Masculine furniture adorns the large room. There isn’t a closet, but it does have a
large wardrobe and a chest of drawers with a television sitting on top. David is taking in the room
when he hears a shout from downstairs,“Don’t dawdle. The food will get cold.”Fergus pops his
head in David’s doorway. “Best do what she says and hurry up.”Quickly, David washes up and
makes his way back down the stairs. Jaqlyn certainly did make a feast. He isn’t sure how much
of it he is going to be able to eat. David bows his head to give thanks and Jaqlyn pokes her
brother to do the same. Afterwards David says, “I hope you don’t mind.”Jaq replies, “Mind? We’re
God-fearing folk in this house.”Fergus agrees, “Indeed, we are.”Smiling Jaq adds, “It is good to
see that at the table. Do you go to Kirk?” she says looking at David.“Yes, whenever I can. My job
doesn’t always give me the opportunity to go.”“Are you Catholic or Protestant?” asks
Jaqlyn.Slightly perturbed Fergus says, “Not that it matters,” all the while giving his sister the
eye.Ignoring her brother, Jaq says, “I don’t mean any disrespect. I was going to suggest St.



Francis if he is Catholic, and if he is Protestant there is City of Hope and Love.”“That is right kind
of you sister.”“Thank you.” says David. “I will have to check out the City of Hope and
Love.”Changing the subject, David says, “Might I say, Miss Jaqlyn, this table is filled with
delicious looking food. I can’t wait to dig in.”Smiling, she replies, “Please help yourself. There is
plenty.”David’s mouth is watering. It has been a long while since he had a home-cooked meal,
and he hopes that Fergus’ sister is a great cook. Thank God it is as good as it smells. The
evening meal reminds David a little of his family while growing up, and he sits enjoying the
bantering between Fergus and his sister.Then, David catches Jaqlyn’s eye and, for a brief
moment, the way she looks over at David takes his breath away. Why hadn’t he taken notice
when they first came in? Her brown hair falls a certain way over her shoulder and her eyes are
violet, like the sweet violets which grew in his family’s backyard. Then he remembers she had
her back to him when he first came in.Regaining his composure finally, David asks, “Jaqlyn, what
do you do for a living?”Smiling, she answers, “I am a linguist. I speak several languages and
work with Diplomats when I am not rehabbing this house.”Now David is really intrigued. “Which
languages do you speak?”“Spanish, French, Gaelic, Portuguese, and I am currently learning
Arabic.”“You didn’t tell me that.” says Fergus.Looking in his direction, she says, “You didn’t ask.
The only thing you keep asking is when am I going to finish stripping the wallpaper out of the
stairwell. I could use your help you know.” Turning back to David she says, “You’ll have to excuse
Fergus. If it isn’t techy or rugby he doesn’t keep up with things.”Laughing David asks, “Are you
learning Farsi or Arabic?”“Arabic. Maybe once I master that I could look at Farsi.”“I thought you
were going to tackle Mandarin,” says Fergus.Jaq answers, “Not yet. I have to learn this one
before I learn others. My job requires me to be able to speak with multiple people and not only
translate but interpret. I spend most of my nights learning a new language or revisiting one I am
familiar with. I usually learn better when I am working on things like cooking or rehabbing this old
house.”Fergus’ eyes light up, “Speaking of rugby...”Interrupting her brother, she says, “No one
mentioned rugby Fergus.”Immediately, his finger is up in the air and Fergus replies, “Yes, you
did.”Protesting she says, “I did not.”David interjects, “Uh, yes you did.”“See I told you so,” says
Fergus.Giving in, Jaq says, “Och, fine, what about your precious rugby?”Pointing his dinner knife
in David’s direction, he says to his sister, “He plays rugby.”“You don’t really play, do you?” Jaq
asks.“Guilty. It has been a while, but he made me an offer I couldn’t refuse.”Laughing at his
answer, she asks, “What is that?”Joking David replies, “A place to sleep at night.”Still laughing
Jaqlyn says to David, “No doubt.” Now it is her turn to change the subject.“David, you may not be
aware, but Fergus is one of the most generous people you will ever meet. I would swear he isn’t
Scottish at all.”“What? You take that back!” shouts Fergus.Waving her hand at him to shush him,
Jaq continues, “All I mean is he isn’t traditionally super frugal. He would give his shirt off his back
if he thought you needed it.”Teasingly David asks, “Even his rugby shirt?”Answering seriously as
if to protect his manhood, Fergus says, “Aye, I would.”To which Jaqlyn responds, “Best ask
before he plays in it.”Shaking his head at both of them, Fergus says to David, “See what I have to
put up with! I am glad to have another man about the place.”Getting up to clear the table David



offers to assist Jaqlyn. “No need. It’s your first night here. But tomorrow you’ll have to pitch
in.”“Agreed and thank you.” A lull fills the room and David asks Jaq as she comes back in to pick
up more dishes, “Do you take showers in the morning or night?”With shock on her face Jaq
asks, “Excuse me? Why are my bathing habits any of your concern? Are you sure Fergus about
this one?”Almost blushing David says, “I apologize, I mean no disrespect. It’s just if we’re sharing
a bathroom, I want to respect your time.”“Oh, a real gentleman we have here. See sister dear,
nothing to worry about.”“In that case, I shower in the morning. I am up by 5:30am and leave at
7am.”“What time do we need to leave here Fergus?”“By 7:45am at the latest so we can catch the
train and be at the office by 8:30am.”“Then I guess, I will need to shower at night.”Chiming in,
Jaq says, “And definitely after Rugby! By the way, I keep a neat bathroom, and I expect it to stay
that way. I won’t be cleaning up after you or your things.”With a salute David responds, “Yes
ma’am and good night.”CHAPTER 2On their way to the train David asks, “Fergus?”“Aye.”“Just
how far apart are you and your sister in age?”Looking up at the sky as if it could answer him,
Fergus replies, “Less than a year.”“Less than a year? I didn’t think that was possible,” says
David.“It depends on the couple. Let’s just say our parents truly enjoyed each other’s company.
We have a few Irish twins in our lot.”“What are Irish twins? Wait a sec. I thought you were
Scottish,” says David.“We have six siblings so counting us makes eight. Out of those eight we
have three sets of Irish twins.”“Amazing.” After a minute David asks, “So, where do you two fall in
the family?”“We are the third and fourth children. Jaqlyn is the only girl. She says I’m her favorite.
I think she only says that because I am good at fixing things.”Smiling David says, “I doubt
that.”They are about to get on the train when David spots Haidar. “Chips do you have a tracker
on you?”“No, not a working one. Why do you ask?”Not taking his eyes off his mark, David asks,
“See that guy in the blue jogging suit?”“Aye?”“I can’t explain now. I need to follow him.”“He’s not
getting on the train David.”“I know. I won’t be at the office until I have seen what he is up to.”
Reaching into his pocket David pulls out his phone and asks Fergus to the same.“What are you
doing?” asks Fergus.“I thought that was obvious. I am syncing your phone to mine so you can
keep track of us both. Get to the office as quick as you can. Do you have Joel’s number?”“Here,”
says Fergus as he holds his phone up to David’s. “It works both ways.”Half smiling, David waves
off and begins seeking his quarry.Not too long after that, David calls Kavanagh and hears,
“Arden, you’re not supposed to go off on your own.”“I understand and normally I wouldn’t, but I
have Fergus tracking me. He will be at the office soon and will be able to show you exactly where
I am.”“Thank you for that anyway. Just be careful. Don’t approach unless necessary, and
whatever you do, keep us informed,” says Joel.“Yes sir.”“I thought we talked about this
Arden?”“Military habit. It will be hard to break. But I will work on it.”Grousing, Joel disconnects
the call. “McHugh!”A female voice from the office says, “Pardon me Director, but no one is in yet.
They’ll be here shortly.”“As soon as she arrives, I want her, I’Timad, and Chips in my office!”“Yes
Sir!”To which Kavanagh responds in foul humor, “Oh, bother.”Keeping tabs on someone is never
easy, especially when they are constantly looking around at who could possibly be following him.
David keeps up but at a discreet distance.Haidar goes into an open market. For David, this is



much better than sliding into stores’ doorways. Going from stall to stall, David watches Haidar
who casually stops at a couple of booths before David makes his way to a stall which is full of
spices and fare from the great desert.Instantly, David is transported back to Jordan and is once
again a small boy traveling on his father’s shoulders. Only then he was called Doud. He
remembers saying, “Let’s buy this one Baba.”Ethan answered, “You like these?”“Yes. please.”
Anxiously he held out his hand until Ethan had finished bantering over the price and gave it to
his son. “Thank you, Baba.”Presently, David is brought back to reality when the owner of the
booth asks him, “Which of these spices would you like?”Smiling David answers, “I will take a half
a pound of cinnamon, and a tenth of vanilla.”“Right away sir.” As he finishes his purchase, David
notices Haidar has also concluded his business with the other vendor. Turning to follow Haidar,
David is surprised as two men grab him by the arms and say, “Come with us quickly.”“Who are
you?” asks David.The two men are larger than David and carry him out of the marketplace and
down an alley. “Who we are is of no concern. You must not fight. Do as we say.”Objecting David
says, “Wait a minute, I have a job to do.”Suddenly a blast rocks the open market. “What was
that?” asks David.One of the large men speaks to David and says, “That was the man you were
following.”“What?” David asks.“The package he was carrying was highly unstable.”Squinting his
eyes and looking up, David asks, “How do you know that?”One of them answers, “A thousand
will fall at your side and ten thousand at your right hand; but it shall not come nigh you. For He
shall give His angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways.”The other man adds,
“Because you have set your love upon God, therefore will He deliver you. He will set you on high
because you have known his Holy and Illustrious name. You shall call upon Him and faithfully will
He answer you. He will be with you in trouble. Valiantly will He deliver you and honor you. With
long life will the Great I AM satisfy you and show you His great salvation.”Realizing they are
quoting parts of Psalms 91 to him; David becomes quiet and listens to what they have to say
because David prays this Psalm every day and expects God to keep him and his family. This
means these standing before him are not mere men. These are angels. In that moment, David
can see God is keeping His word and a holy awe falls upon him.Seeing David trying to take it all
in, they need him to pay attention. “Our time to speak to you is short. Listen carefully,” says the
first angel. “Do not go back into the fray. The area is unstable and…”Just then, another blast
even louder than the first rocks the whole block. “Another blast?” asks David as the buildings
shake and the ground beneath his feet cracks and buckles.Noticing the angels did not flinch with
the sound and rumbling; he is surprised they can hold him up and keep him from falling flat on
his face.“Yes, from the shop where Haidar purchased the first device. This whole area is still
quite volatile.”The second one interjects, “Do not take the trains back. The tubes are damaged.
Go three blocks west and obtain transportation whether by bus or taxi to get back to your
office.”As he obeys their directive, the first angel speaks again, “David, the Lord wants you to be
aware of something else.”“What does He want me to know?”“You will return to the land of your
birth. You will face a fierce enemy, but do not be afraid. I AM with you and I AM for you. If I (God)
AM for you, who can be against you?”Again, David recognizes they are quoting the last half of



Romans 8:31.“As I was with David fighting Goliath, I will be with you. Meditate on My word day
and night. Be strong and very courageous. Do not be afraid or dismayed for the Lord your God is
with you wherever you go.”The second angel speaks, “In order to defeat him, you must stay
focused on Me and My word. Remember your training. Be diligent and ask Me, God, and the
Holy Spirit for help. This enemy can be defeated, but it will take all that you have. If you ask Me, I
will teach you great and mighty things you know not of. Keep seeking Me, your Lord God, and I
will guide your steps and see you through.”Another set of blasts causes people to abandon their
businesses and vehicles to seek cover.Suddenly, David watches the Angels vanish before his
eyes. One shoots upwards in a flash of light. As the other fades into the scenery, he touches
David’s right forearm and says, “God has given me charge over you to keep you. Keep asking
Him to intervene on your behalf, and He will allow me to assist. David, you must go now!” His
guardian angel disappears out of physical sight.Immediately, David runs for three blocks and
finds a taxi which has just dropped off its fare. “I’ll give you £100 if you get me to Thames House
in 15 minutes.”Glad to receive such an excellent opportunity the cabbie answers, “Right away
gov.”Once they are underway, quietly, David pages Fergus to let him know he is all right and is
coming in.Back at the office Nigel shouts, “Sir, a series of blasts have transpired in part of the
city.”“What?” asks Kavanagh. “Where?”Fergus pops in the conference room, “Where David has
been watching Haidar.”“Didn’t you say he was in an Irish neighborhood?” Fergus nods. “Can you
reach him? Is he ok?”Fergus answers, “I have tried contacting him multiple times, but the cell
towers are down in that area.”Nigel reports again, “Sir, the city is reporting power outages,
damage to buildings, and the tubes. We can’t get anyone there. Per the police, we may not be
able to get in there anytime soon.”“Nigel, see if we can get a team in there anyway. We have to
know what is happening. I…”Joel’s phone seems to light up frantically. “Everyone please leave
the room and get me real time intel! Now!”Everyone scatters and goes to their posts as the
Director has to take the calls which no one wants to receive. “Yes sir. We are aware of the blasts,
but do not have any information at this time. We have a man there. Trying to reach him now to
discover what, when, where, how, and why.”There was a lot of yelling at the other end of the line
and the Prime Minister disconnects abruptly leaving Kavanagh desperate for answers.Sticking
his head outside the conference room, Joel asks, “Do we have anything from Arden?”Nigel
quips, “Not yet sir, but Chips has a way for us to get in there until we can get boots on the
ground.”“In what way?”Fergus comes around the corner with a couple of handheld devices.
“Operation, Fly by Spy.”Nigel interrupts, “Drones sir.”“Good thinking Chips. When can these be in
the air?”“They have been activated and we are now waiting on your permission,” says Chips.“Get
to work!” shouts Joel.
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Happy as a Lark, “Exciting story!. This sequel to My Favorite Husband is so good. I enjoyed the
story. The writer transports us into another world. Loved the action and adventure and especially
the characters.  I felt as if I know these people personally.  I can't wait for the next book!”

The book by Rex A. Hudson has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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